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feature
story hrwc Looks ahead

The final par t of a ser ies celebrating 50 years of histor y, growth, and achievement

through hrwc volunteering and 
education, citizens learn to identify, 
report, and solve real-world problems. 
Below are a few recent stories. 

Mill Creek sea wall
while traversing mill creek during a 
routine woody debris maintenance 
outing, trout Unlimited volunteers 

Bill phillips and Ethan cramer, along 
with hrwc staff, stumbled upon a 
significant amount of construction 
along the creek bank.  after a quick 
conversation with the construction 
workers, they were able to deduce 
that work was likely occurring 
without a permit (all work impacting 
waters of the state requires a permit 

from the DEQ). a couple of photos 
were snapped and emailed to hrwc.  
a few calls later to the DEQ, Scio 
township, and the washtenaw county 
water resource commissioner’s 
Office resulted in a stop-work 
order the next morning. Neither the 
landowner nor the contractor had 

this year hrwc celebrated our 50th 
anniversary with friends, colleagues, 
partners, volunteers, members, and 
the public. over the past three 
issues of the Huron River Report, I’ve 
recounted hrwc’s long history and 
many accomplishments. I have really 
enjoyed digging in to the archives, 
some at our office and some at the 
Bentley historical Library, and learning 
about the issues, the personalities, 
and the solutions that hrwc has 
encountered and advanced. I’m still 
finding old newsletters and meeting 
minutes, and I appreciate those of you 
who have dug through your personal 
archives to share. while we started 
out mainly as mayors and academics, 
we’ve expanded our community to 
include teachers, outdoor recreation 
enthusiasts, anglers, scientists, policy-
makers, homeowners, gardeners, 
planners, and more.

In October, State Representatives presented a proclamation to HRWC honoring 
fifty years of success.  Pictured (L to R) Tom Cochran, Jeff Irwin, Bill LaVoy, Kristy 
Pagan, Laura Rubin, Gretchen Driskell, Adam Zemke, Eunice Burns, Evan Pratt, 
Hank Vaupel, Kurt Heise, and Klint Kesto.   credit: B. Merlos
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Marking the occasion
During the past year, we celebrated 
the results of 50 years of hard work 
towards clean water in a variety of 
ways – with music, recreation, food, 
and drink. we hosted an event at the 
ark with songs, poetry, and visual arts. 
we offered a few hundred free canoe 
rides and got hundreds of people out 
on the river, many for the first time. 
We offered free fishing lessons and 
a tournament, walks, swims, and a 
big dinner ushering in our status as 
a National water trail.  this past fall, 
Suds on the river sold out again with 
350 attendees celebrating clean water 
and a healthy huron river.  thank you 
for marking this milestone with us.

the stories are changing
as I’ve seen many of you at these 
events, I hear a lot of stories from 
you about the river.  these stories are 
changing. this year I’ve heard more 
about art, osprey, tubing, kayaking, 
fishing, camping, walking, biking, and 
even snorkeling. 

 when I started with hrwc 17 
years ago, I heard more about land 
development threats, invasive species, 
gooey, smelly stuff in the water, and 
fish kills. I think about those days and 
how far we’ve come. more people are 
getting in the river, recreating on the 
river, and having great experiences 
along the river. these experiences are 
possible because of the improvements 
we’ve made in clean water, recreation 
access, animal diversity, protective 
policies and laws, strong master plans, 
enforcement, restoration, and parks in 
river towns!

the river and its watershed didn’t 
look like this 50 years ago….all of 
us have been working hard to get 
here. I would say we are well on our 
way! Some of the signs of a vibrant 
and healthy ‘shed are the busiest 
canoe livery in the state, thousands 
of acres of protected high quality 
natural areas, a reputation as the 
cleanest urban river, active trails and 
trail towns, a National water trail 
designation, phosphorus reductions 
and a statewide phosphorus ban 
on residential lawn fertilizers, and 
some strong and forward thinking 

stormwater protection ordinances 
and rules.

work zone ahead
our work is not yet done.  we have a 
lot more to do and the hrwc board 
and staff have developed some guiding 
principles to get us there.  

as our accomplishments have 
shown, hrwc protects and restores 
the river for healthy and vibrant 
communities. our vision is a future 
of clean and plentiful water for 
people and nature where citizens 
and government are effective and 
courageous champions for the huron 
river and its watershed. to achieve 
that, we:

•	 work with a collaborative 
and inclusive spirit to give all 
partners the opportunity to 
become stewards;

•	 generate science-based, 
trustworthy information for 
decision makers to ensure 
reliable supplies of clean 
water and resilient natural 
systems; and 

•	 passionately advocate for the 
health of the river and the 
lands around it.

what the future holds
what is next?  we will be in the 
watershed monitoring our river, 
streams, and natural areas.  we 
will use that information to engage 
stakeholders and partners in taking 
actions to protect and restore 
the watershed. we will use that 
information to prioritize our outreach 

and education programs. Finally, we 
will inspire others to get to the river, 
enjoy the river, have a new experience, 
love it as much as we do, and care 
about its future.

we also have a few key opportunities 
we need to seize:

•	 with more people getting to 
the river, we need to instill a 
river stewardship ethic and 
provide clear options for 
action;

•	 in order to develop a 
collaborative environment 
that encourages different 
ideas, perspectives, and 
experiences, we need to 
attract and retain volunteers, 
members, and stewards that 
represent the diversity of 
socioeconomic, gender, race, 
religion, and sexual orientation 
that are representative of the 
watershed; and 

•	 we need innovative and 
effective solutions that come 
from the bottom up and 
require strong local leadership.

we have strong and far-reaching 
goals, and we need you to get it done.  
Please reflect on what inspires you 
to be a part of hrwc and where 
you can have an impact. I hope you’ll 
jump in to make the next 50 years as 
successful as the past 50.

—Laura Rubin

Swimmers and paddlers enjoyed Baseline Lake as part of 
Huron River Appreciation Day. credit: hrwc
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Eyes on the river continued from page cover

applied for the appropriate permits. 
Since the violation was identified, 

all three permitting agencies have 
been working with the landowner 
to develop a resolution plan. hrwc 
continues to push for full restoration 
and appropriate fines.

High conductivity in Swift run
While reviewing summer field 
datasheets completed by hrwc 
volunteers, staff identified that the 
Swift run creek long-term monitoring 
site near Shetland Drive had high 
conductivity readings that warranted 
further investigation. conductivity is 
a measure of the salts or ions in the 
water, and high conductivity indicates 
potential pollution. Staff took further 
conductivity readings at four locations 
upstream of the site. 

the readings narrowed the area 
of concern to between clark and 
hogback roads. Investigation of 
parking lots around the area yielded 
nothing unusual. the area included 
washtenaw county government 
buildings, so HRWC notified the 
county of the findings. as a result, the 
county conducted an investigation of 
this stream reach and found an 8-inch 
pipe connected to the county jail’s 
detention pond with high conductivity 
readings in the water. In the course 
of the investigation, the county also 
found a potentially problematic sewer 

manhole with evidence 
of past overflow and are 
working with the city of ann 
arbor for further study and 
resolution, if needed. hrwc 
will continue to follow this 
situation.

South Branch of ecorse 
Creek oil spill
In early april hrwc 
volunteers noticed an oil 
sheen on the surface at a 
water quality monitoring site 
along the South Branch of 
Ecorse creek. an hrwc 
volunteer reported these 
observations to the wayne county 
Department of public Services, who 
further investigated the situation along 
with mDEQ. Field staff found a 4-inch 
pipe leading into a catch basin with 
an oil/water mixture coming out of 
it. they talked to businesses in the 
immediate area and worked to track 
the origin of the pipe. the oil sheen 
did dissipate, but, unfortunately, the 
source was never identified.

Silty creek from 
Brownstown construction
hrwc volunteers discovered a 
silty discharge coming out of a 
pipe while sampling at a location 
on Brownstown creek in mid-June 
for the water quality monitoring 
program. wayne county soil erosion 
inspectors investigated the creek and 
surrounding area, and discovered 
that a construction site adjacent 
to the creek did not have a soil 
erosion permit. however, at the time 
of investigation, inspectors did not 
observe runoff from the site and 
did not think it was the source of 
the silty discharge. another nearby 
construction site lacked a silt fence, 
but one was installed a short time 
later. Officials observed erosion and 
silt at retention ponds in a subdivision 
nearby that may have contributed 
to the discharge. wayne county 
is keeping an eye on the situation. 
hrwc staff and volunteers have not 
observed silty discharge since their 
initial reporting.

Creekwalking
hrwc volunteers have walked miles 
of creeks for four summers, reporting 
numerous eroding banks and pollution 
problems, picking up trash, and noting 
the beauty of hidden woods and 
wetlands rarely visited by humans. 

observations made by the 
creekwalkers are at www.hrwc.org/
creekwalk. the associated map and 
database help hrwc match problems 
on creeks to grant opportunities and 
restoration projects. For example, 
this past summer, creekwalkers 
took pictures of a straightened 
and channelized Norton creek in 
Lyon oaks park. when Ford motor 
company indicated an interest in 
a creek restoration project, the 
creekwalkers’ observations of Norton 
creek led hrwc to suggest it as a 
possible candidate for funding and 
restoration.  

HRWC’s Jason Frenzel and Trout 
Unlimited volunteers came across the 
construction of a non-permitted sea 
wall.  credit: hrwc

Creekwalkers often find themselves in secluded 
and beautiful locations, like this wetland along 
Pettibone Creek. credit: S. girardi

– Jason Frenzel, Paul Steen, 
Stevi Kosloskey, and Ric Lawson

If you find a problem in the Huron or its 
tributaries, please contact HRWC, the 
DEQ (800-292-4706), or in the case of a 
suspected chemical spill, call 911. 
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hrwc always looks for ways to 
increase its data collection reach. 
Innovations in monitoring methods 
and equipment can increase efficiency 
in the use of volunteers and staff. 
Some new information and techniques 
provide insights in to the art of public 
participation and the unpredictability 
of summer storms.

Crowd-sourcing stream flow
Long-time hrwc volunteer Dick 
chase walks a lot since he retired.  
one day last april, he encountered 
hrwc staff member paul Steen 
and hrwc volunteers graham and 
alison Battersby on his way through 
nearby Sylvan park in ann arbor. 
They had just finished installing a staff 
gauge (gauge) in Swift run creek. 
these gauges resemble a giant ruler, 
and the readings indicate creek level. 
Staff stapled a sign on the railing of 
the footbridge a few feet away. In big 
print, the sign said, “what’s the water 
height today? text us.” It provided a 
phone number and described how to 
text-message the number of the gauge 

and its reading. a website address 
was listed (www.crowdhydrology.
com/listing/swift-run-creek-mi1033/) 
where a graph of the readings taken 
by passers-by is provided.

the gauge is a part of a project 
called crowdhydrology, which was 
established in 2010 by the University 
of Buffalo and the U.S. geological 
Survey with the goal of using new 
methods to collect hydrologic data. 
anyone walking by the stream can 
text the gauge depth. By doing so, 
citizens working independently can 
collect much more data about the 
water levels than any single scientist. 
crowdhydrology stations are located 
all over the country, with most of 
them in wisconsin, michigan, and New 
York.

Starting april 18, Dick made it a 
point to include a walk past the staff 
gauge in his daily exercise regimen.  
things were pretty quiet in april with 
readings under a few tenths of a foot. 
But twice in may and twice in June 
the level was a foot or higher after 
rain, with levels never dropping back 
to their low flow readings of April.  
an orange-brown stain obscured the 
bottom of the gauge, and Dick made a 

few trips into the stream to clean the 
gauge surface and remove debris. Dick 
cut back vegetation that started to 
block the view from the bridge. after 
some large storms, Dick reported 
that gravel had eroded from banks 
upstream and started to block the 
water flow from reaching the gauge. 
By the end of July, paul had to move 
the gravel and open a channel around 
the gauge.  

a heavy thunderstorm on august 
10 registered two and a half feet on 
the gauge, filling the creek to the top 
of its banks and generating the highest 
reading of the season. the storm 
moved more gravel downstream. Dick 
entered the stream after the flow 
dropped, rearranged the deposits, and 
returned flowing water to the gauge.  

as august turned to September, 
the base level at the gauge slowly 
increased. It appeared that the change 
was due to a small rock dam about 
80 feet downstream that caused the 
water to back up beyond the gauge. 
Back in april, the water impounded 
by the dam only reached to the 
bridge downstream of the gauge, 
and, along with woody debris in the 

New monitoring methods 
Investigating crowd-hydrology and remote sampling options

Heavy rain on May 10th 
turned Swift Run into the 
color of chocolate milk 
as storm runoff picked 
up sediment from roads, 
streams banks, and the 
stream bottom.  
credit: D. chase

This graph shows the flashy flow 
of Swift Run, as recorded via Text 
Message by Dick Chase and 
unidentified others. 
credit: www.crowdhydrology.com

continued on next page
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creek, provided habitat for schools 
of fish, as well as crayfish. In April, 
water still flowed freely past the staff 
gauge. But as autumn neared, leaves 
and other debris began plugging gaps 
between the rocks of the dam, and 
the impoundment moved upstream 
beyond the gauge. By october, the 
base level at the gauge had increased 
from 0.06 feet in april to more than 
0.20 feet.

where’s the crowd?
this gauge was a pilot project for 
hrwc. could crowdhydrology 
produce useful data? Unfortunately, 
the crowd part of crowdhydrology 
never really materialized, despite 
an article in Dick’s neighborhood 
newsletter. It appears that only one 
other person was reporting data and 
then, only occasionally. In late July, 
vandals stole the sign from the bridge 
railing, but they did not damage the 
gauge. clearly, periodic maintenance 
of the gauge and its surroundings was 
needed to keep the gauge markings 
visible and the water flowing past it. 
In the end, thanks to Dick’s diligence, 
hrwc accumulated a detailed 
record of creek behavior over the 
past five months that should be useful 
in the future as projects upstream 
are implemented to minimize the 
flashiness of the creek. 

In 2016, hrwc will install more 
crowdhydrology gauges in creeks 
of the huron river watershed at 
well-traveled parks, hoping to boost 
participation. Locations will be 
announced on a hrwc blog as spring 
approaches.

remote storm sampling
hrwc has long been challenged 
to collect water quality data from 
sampling sites during storms. Such 
data is critical to understanding the 
dynamics of a stream’s response to 
rainfall runoff in flow and nutrient/
pollutant concentration. when hrwc 
first attempted storm sampling, staff 
or volunteers would go out during the 
storm and collect samples at different 
times as the stream rose and fell. this 

approach sounds simple enough, but 
summer storms often take place in 
the middle of the night and the stream 
rise and fall can take place over many 
hours to even days. Finding volunteers 
and staff who can be that spontaneous 
is challenging. collection and monitor-
ing in extreme storms also presents a 
variety of safety risks.

hrwc has improved the logistics 
of storm sampling by working with 
partners at the city of ann arbor and 
wayne county to obtain automatic 
samplers. autosamplers are mechani-
cal units that include a hose, a pump, a 
computer control, and a set of up to 
24 bottles. with these units, volun-
teers or staff set the autosampler 
prior to a storm and program it to 
sample every hour. If the storm ma-
terializes, staff picks samples that best 
fit the rise and fall of the stream. This 
approach presents several problems: 
forecast summer storms often don’t 
meet their predicted volume, so effort 
is wasted on a storm that does not 
generate runoff; a big storm can be 
missed completely; or, the rise and fall 
happens between samples.

recently, hrwc began working 
with Dr. Branko kerkez and doctoral 
candidate Brandon wong at the Uni-
versity of michigan. kerkez and wong 
have been working on technology to 
remotely and cheaply control envi-
ronmental sensors over the internet. 

Last year, they developed a prototype 
controller that used a cellular con-
nection to communicate between an 
internet-based control interface, the 
autosampler, and a set of other sen-
sors. Staff can now leave the autos-
ampler in place, turn in on or off, and 
direct it to draw a sample at any time. 
In this way, staff get samples remotely 
at exactly the most opportune parts 
of the stream’s rise and fall cycle. 

Further, wong programmed the 
controller to collect weather fore-
cast information from the internet 
and data from sensors, and then 
select sample points on its own using 
an algorithm. all this technological 
improvement allows hrwc to save 
time (no more trips to sites just to 
dump samples), characterize a greater 
number of storms, and improve 
sampling precision. Next year, hrwc 
and the university team will work with 
students to install a greater number of 
these new automated “nodes,” in the 
hopes of eventually building a network 
of samplers across the watershed.

—Dick Chase, Paul Steen, and 
Ric Lawson

Brandon Wong with the 
prototype “autonode” 
showing the solar power 
cell, cellular transceiver, 
processor, and conduits to 
a variety of environmental 
sensors. 
credit: University of michigan

New monitoring methods continued from previous page 
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As part of HRWC’s Oral History Project, 
Karen Snyder sat down with Paul 
Rentschler to discuss his time at the helm 
of HRWC. 

Grad school and sewers
Before joining hrwc in 1989, paul 
rentschler was a graduate student 
working as an intern for the huron 
river abatement project, a joint 
project of the washtenaw county 
health Department and the county 
Drain commissioner. the project’s 
goal was to identify cross-connections 
among sanitary and storm sewers. 

most of these cross-connections 
were the result of improper initial 
drain connections, generally because 
someone tapped into the wrong pipe. 
as a result, oil, gas, and grease from 
floor drains in about 60 percent of the 
area’s automotive facilities were going 
into the huron river untreated. Even 
an entire dorm at Eastern michigan 
University inadvertently dumped its 
waste water from toilets and showers 
into storm, not sanitary, sewers and 
then into the huron river. there 
were many such bad connections. 
raw sewage dumping had been going 

on for about 40 years. the abatement 
project for which paul worked later 
became federally-mandated for 
communities around the country, but 
was piloted in ann arbor.

rapid organizational growth
when paul began at hrwc, it was a 
simple step to move from government 
work to a related job in the non-
profit sector, again focusing on the 
huron river. During paul’s tenure as 
Executive Director, hrwc expanded, 
including an increase in staff; growth 
from limited financing to more grants 
and support from communities 
throughout the watershed; from 
an old office above the city garage 
at 415 west  washington Street in 
downtown ann arbor to multi-room 
offices at the newly built NEW Center 
on North main Street in 1993; and, 
going from a very informal work place 
to one with more structure. most 
importantly, hrwc added programs 
to help measure and assure water 
quality watershed-wide.

the building on washington
About the old office on Washington 
Street, paul said:

The place was ‘retro”, if you like. 
It had its charms.  The wall to 
the hallway was all windows.  The 
windows to the street didn’t quite 
close all the way, so in the summer 
you got all this dust coming in, and 
in the winter you had the snow 
coming in.  There were holes in the 
floor where the fumes from the 
(city) trucks would come up….
But it was a really nice space in a 
dingy kind of way. It was a space, 
and it worked for us.  And at one 
point before we moved into the 
NEW Center, we were so cramped 
for space that Kris Olsson and I 

had our desks such that our backs 
faced each other.  We had to tell the 
other one if we needed to get out 
of our chair.  We couldn’t maneuver 
otherwise.

tales of informality at HrwC 
Situations at the office were often 
casual and fluid:

We were in that (Washington 
Street) office and I came into work 
at midnight one night just to grab 
something, not to come in for any 
extended period. I opened up the 
door and tripped over a body in 
the middle of the floor. It was Scott 
McEwen, who ran our Adopt-A-
Stream program. His apartment 
lease had ended and he was 
sleeping in the office.  Well, I didn’t 
know that. So I just tripped on him 
in his sleeping bag. 

Scott found permanent housing 
and went on to found the adopt-a-
Stream program for hrwc, funded 
partly by the washtenaw county 
Drain commissioner, and grew it 
to a nationally-acclaimed model of 
continuing water quality measurement 
and assurance by Joan martin and a 
host of dedicated volunteers.

We just had a great time as a 
staff.  We’d have parties at people’s 
houses, especially over the holidays. 
I can remember combination 
Hanukkah/Christmas parties, etc.  
Some of us were having kids at the 
time, too, so there were a few of 
the staff who had little babies on 
the floor while we were trying to 
get work done. For a while I was 

oral history project
Paul Rentschler recalling the “boom years” at HRWC - babies, a body 
behind the door, kids in the halls, and expanding success

continued on next page

Paul at a staff 
event in the 
1990s.  
credit: hrwc
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trading our oldest boy off with my 
wife. She was working half-days and 
I’d have the baby while she was 
at the pediatrician’s office where 
she worked.  And then we’d do the 
hand-off.  We had a playpen and 
blankets on the floor and whatnot, 
at the office in the NEW Center.  
When the kids got older they’d play, 
running around through the various 
doorways and down the halls. It was 
nice. 

wellheads, tMDLs, and more
many hrwc programs, in addition to 
the adopt-a-Stream program (now 
with over 600 volunteers), began 
during paul’s tenure, though paul is 
quick to spread the credit, saying 
he “stood on the shoulders of a lot 
of folks.” among those programs 
were a wellhead protection program 
that worked with municipalities 
to protect their drinking water, 
and the phosphorous allocation 
program, or tmDL, which stands 
for total maximum Daily Load. this 
last program “allocates” phosphorus 
maximums among the communities 
on the huron to bring the watershed 
into compliance with national water 
quality standards. “we had a big role 
to play in terms of negotiating those 
numbers and getting the communities 
in the watershed to agree, figuring out 
‘the model’, etc.” this model was the 
first of its kind in Michigan and has 
been used widely since.

increased grant funding 
another sign of success was when, 
instead of scrambling for grants, 
hrwc would get a call from an 
organization like the DEQ, asking 
them to apply for an upcoming grant.  
paul recalled how this shift helped 
hrwc gain momentum:

I think we (HRWC) really turned a 
corner when we had MDEQ staff 
calling us and saying, “we really 
think you should apply for this grant. 
(Nudge. Nudge.)  We want to see 
you get this money.”   That really 
helped us grow.

HRWC offices were once located at 415 West 
Washington in Ann Arbor.  credit: D. askins

after nine years, paul decided to pass 
the baton as director of hrwc as 
he realized that his heart was less in 
the administrative tasks of being the 
business manager of the organization 
and having to deal with grant 
administration and payroll…and more 
in the project work. paul now works 
with aStI Environmental as an aquatic 
and wetland Ecologist. 

—Karen Snyder

Shared  S to r i e s
hrwc is celebrating 50 years! to help celebrate, karen Snyder, a volunteer committed to preserving our natural 
resources, is compiling our oral history, interviewing hrwc “old timers” and “new timers” to capture precious 
stories that are part of our past. 

this article is the last in a series of excerpts from these oral histories.  all transcripts and photos will be turned 
over to the Bentley Library at the University of michigan for preservation. 
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Lake Erie

the huron river watershed

Front row: Rebecca F., Rebecca E., 
Jennifer, Elizabeth, and Margaret. 
Middle row: Pam, Laura, Kris, Paul,  
Anita, and Stevi. Back Row: Jason 
and Ric.

huron river  
watershed  
council Staff
(734) 769-5123

Anita Daley x 603
Marketing Specialist
adaley@hrwc.org

rebecca esselman x 611
Watershed Planner
resselman@hrwc.org

rebecca Foster x 610
Development Associate
rfoster@hrwc.org

Jason Frenzel x 600
Stewardship Coordinator
jfrenzel@hrwc.org 

Jennifer Kangas x 604
Finance Manager
jkangas@hrwc.org

Stevi Kosloskey x 613
Watershed Planning Assistant
skosloskey@hrwc.org
Pam Labadie x 602 
Marketing Director
plabadie@hrwc.org

ric Lawson x 609
Watershed Planner
rlawson@hrwc.org

Kris Olsson x 607
Watershed Ecologist
kolsson@hrwc.org
elizabeth riggs x 608
Deputy Director
eriggs@hrwc.org

Laura rubin x 606
Executive Director
lrubin@hrwc.org

Margaret M. Smith x 605
Director of Development
msmith@hrwc.org

Paul Steen x 601
Watershed Ecologist
psteen@hrwc.org
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Find Your clean water Inspiration! 2016 calendar available now
the 2016 huron river watershed community 
calendar features beautiful natural scenes 
by local photographers and helpful tips, all 
for FrEE from hrwc and participating 
communities. 

go to www.hrwc.org for more information, 
or call pam at 734-769-5123 x 602.

Annual Presentation of Field Season results
Tuesday, January 12, 6:00 to 8:00 pm, NEW Center,  Ann Arbor

Join us to review the data collected and lessons learned from HRWC’s 
2015 field season. Which creeks are improving from our work and which are 
losing ground? Which are degrading and why? Presentations by HRWC staff. 
Hope to see you there!! 
Details and registration: jfrenzel@hrwc.org

Board Meeting
thursday, January 21, 5:30 pm, NEw center, ann arbor
Details: lrubin@hrwc.org

Winter Stonefly Search
Saturday, January 23, 10:30 am or Noon start times, NEW Center, Ann Arbor

Winter Stoneflies are elusive! These underwater creatures avoid predators 
by growing during the winter months when most fish are sluggish. They live 
only in high quality streams so searching for them reveals problems in the river 
and its streams. Children are welcome, with their own adult. Start at the NEW 
Center and then go to two stream sites in Livingston, Oakland, and Washtenaw 
counties. Time commitment is four to five hours, with part of that outdoors. 
Details and registration (required): www.hrwc.org/stonefly

SAve tHe DAte!

Find event details in the next 
issue of the Huron River Report. 

Quiet water 
Symposium

Saturday, March 5, MSU

native Plants and 
rain Gardens 

Friday-Sunday, March 18-20
Home, Garden, and Lifestyle 
Show at the Washtenaw 
Farm Council Grounds

water Quality 
Monitoring training

Saturday, March 19
NEW Center, Ann Arbor

welcome, Jenn!  
Jennifer kangas is hrwc’s new Finance manager. Jenn manages HRWC financial affairs and has 
more than 18 years’ experience as a commercial lender. She also formed and spent seven years 
operating an organic vegetable farm. She has served on various boards in various capacities      
including treasurer. Jenn earned a Bachelor of Business administration at Iowa State University.  
credit: anne Savage photography
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Use Less Salt this winter
At home, frequent shoveling is best!

chloride can be toxic to plants and 
aquatic organisms in lakes and streams. 
the most commonly used road salt is 
sodium chloride. other alternatives 
labeled as “environmentally friendly” 
include magnesium chloride and 
calcium chloride. 

Even newer experimental de-icing 
mixtures made with beet juice, cheese 
brine, molasses, and vodka distillery 
leftovers—all substances that can help 
salt stick to paved surfaces—still rely 
on some amount of chloride.
any of these de-icers, when applied to 
pavement, have a quick and easy path 
to our waterways as melting snow and 
ice carry them into the storm drains 
or into shallow groundwater systems 
that feed our streams. 

home and business owners must 
balance needs for safe walks and 
driveways, potential environmental 
impacts, costs, and convenience when 
choosing the best snow removal 
option. hrwc recommends shoveling 
snow early and often. Efficiency 

is the best way to minimize the 
environmental impacts of de-icers if 
they must be used. Shop early in the 
season for the best choices, carefully 
follow the package directions on 
timing (some work best applied 
immediately before snowfall) and use 
the least amount needed to get the 
job done.

For several years, hrwc’s water 
Quality monitoring program has 
taken conductivity readings at various 

Shovel early and often!  Apply de-icers sparingly, 
and be efficient!   

sites throughout the watershed. 
conductivity is the measurement of 
water’s ability to pass an electrical 
current. Because of the correlation 
between conductivity and the 
presence of inorganic dissolved solids 
such as chloride, in 2014 program 
volunteers began collecting metered 
chloride readings and water samples 
for lab analysis. the study’s goal is to 
use this correlation to model trends 
of chloride levels in the huron river 
over time. results will provide hrwc 
and watershed communities critical 
information to best manage winter 
road maintenance.

—Pam Labadie

For more on salt in the huron, 
including study results, tips, 
news articles and technical 
resources, go to hrwc.org and 
click on the “Use Less Salt” 
widget.

The Huron River didn’t become the cleanest urban river in Michigan by 
accident. It happened because of generous and forward-thinking people 
(like you!) who know that when we preserve today’s natural resources, 
we protect the river for future generations to enjoy.

• Make	a	tribute	gift	through	your	will
• Convert	life	insurance	into	a	high-impact	gift
• Save	on	taxes	by	giving	appreciated	securities

Protect The River For Future Generations.

It’s easier than you think.

Discover your perfect legacy gift at hrwc.plannedgiving.org 
Margaret Smith | (734) 769-5123 ext. 605 | msmith@hrwc.org

HuRon RIveR



Sponsors
Dea Armstrong
Gerri Barr and Tom Egel
Janis Bobrin and Mike Allemang
Kathy and Jon Bowdler
Leslie Desmond and  
 Philip Stoffregen
Catherine Foster and Curt Wolf
Christina and Tim Gretkierewicz
Beth and Bob Hospadaruk

Restaurants
Afternoon Delight
Anthony’s Gourmet Pizza
The Common Grill
Dexter’s Pub
Durham’s Tracklements Smokery
eat ann arbor
Frita Batidos
Grange Kitchen & Bar
Gratzi
Grizzly Peak Brewing Company
Jerusalem Garden
Jolly Pumpkin Café and Brewery
La Dolce Vita
Lena

Mimi and Scott Joling
Mary and Bill Kinley
Pam Labadie and Karim Motawi
Linda Lombardini and Sandi Smith
Maureen Martin and Mike Penskar
Ann Taylor Pratt and Evan Pratt
Laura Rubin and John Lofy
Margie Teall

Host Committee

Logan
The Lunch Room
Mac’s Acadian Seafood Shack
Mani Osteria & Bar
Morgan & York
Pacific Rim by Kana
Paesano Italian Restaurant
People’s Food Coop
Real Seafood
Redbrick Kitchen
Terry B’s Restaurant & Bar
Tracklements
Tuptim Thai Cuisine
Zingerman’s

A-1 Rental
Frog Holler Produce Co.
Glacier Hills
Grafaktri Inc.
InSite Design Studio
McFarland’s Tree Service, Inc.
Metro Delivery

Milliken Realty Company
NSF International
Schultz Outfitters
telsystems
Tom Thompson Flowers
Torno Boatworks
Unadilla Boatworks

Supporters

Ann Arbor State Bank
ASTI Environmental
Atwell
Carlisle Wortman Associates, Inc.
Environmental Consulting &   
 Technology, Inc.
G2 Consulting Group LLC
GEI Consultants
Hubbell, Roth & Clark, Inc.

We raise our glasses in good cheer and gratitude   
   to all the stewards who protect the Huron River 

and clean water throughout our watershed community.

Photos by John Lloyd

LimnoTech, Inc.
meijer
Midwestern Consulting, Inc.
Northern United Brewing  
 Company
OHM Inc.
Scott E. Munzel, P.C. 
SmithGroup JJR
Spicer Group
Stantec Consulting  
 Michigan Inc.
TRC Engineering Services
Zingerman’s Community of  
 Businesses

2
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thank you to our volunteers • August through October, 2015

James abercrombie
marc akemann
trip apley
ryan aridi
Zachary armstrong
Bruce artz
Lola augustine
mary Bajcz
Noemi Barabas
gerri Barr
graham Battersby
kristen Baumia
Joyce Beach
Luther Blackburn
Lynn Bradley
max Bromley
David Brooks
colin Brooks
anne Brown
Lisa Brush
Susan Bryan
Lee Burton
James carbone
Jennifer carman
Jack cederquist
kate chapel
richard chase
rita clinthorne
Brenda cooper
John coy
Shannon culver
Jorrie Davis

Elizabeth Dorgay
Lauren Eaton
Jennifer Ekstrom
Jaymes Evans
ronald Fadoir
Jan Finn
robert Finn
Jason Frenzel
Belinda Friis
Dawn Fyrciak
Jacquelyn Ganfield
walter gauthier
peter gergics
Daniel gergics
Lilla gergics
Zachery gizicki
robby griswold
David gruenawald
Judith heady
magdalena herkhof
Fred homburg
kenneth hovey
mark Irish
Donald Jacobson
Erica Johnson
chanel Joiner
aba Jung
Zoltan Jung
kinga Jung
Janet kahan
chiara kalogjera-Sackellares

kim kellman
alison king
Danita king
mary kinley
Jaclyn klein
christine knight
Jennifer knight
prasanna kura
pam Labadie
matthew LaFleur
kori Lane
Emily Laske
ric Lawson
Foster Lawson
ally Lawson
Bill Lee
vitor Lira
John Lloyd
maggie Long
hannah martin
John martin
kayla mathes
virginia maturen
alisa maul
Ed mccarter
Isabel mindell
annika moran
aymil motawi
karim motawi
harshita murugaian
adi murugaian

Lorie Beth Nederveld
chris North
kyle Nowels
paul Nucci
kris olsson
Elsie orb
Joel panozzo
Daniel passmore
Jerry paulissen
christina pechette
agnes pinter
tony pitts
Niklas povilunas
Ben pyko
David Quinn
raghav reddy
heather rice
pamela rice
Jocelyne rinker
tom roach
alex rosen
Donald rottiers
karen russcher
mollie ruth
Larry Scheer
Jennifer Schlicht
kevin Sharp
catherine Shimanyula
gabriela Shirkey
Nat Siddall
Jana Smith

haris Sohail
kurt Sonen
Jef Spencer
helen Starman
amber Stedman
peter Stephens
tina Stephens
Evan Swedish
anne tavalire
veena thamilselvan
Selvan thamilselvan
vijayalakshmi thamilselvan
kate thomas-Zawodni
Susan thompson
Emily torrance
megan torrance
Blair treglown
otho Ulrich
makayla veenstra
Jhena vigrass
Sam wallace
katy wallander
kari walworth
amy wells
Deborah wolter
Zhieng Xu

huron river watershed council Board of Directors
Board of Directors
Norm andresen
Scott Barb
Sue Bejin
Eunice Burns
marlene chockley
cheryl Darnton
Bob Demyanovich
Steve Francoeur (alternate)
Fred hanert
mark Irish
gerry kangas
matthew LaFleur

Barry Lonik
Sally Lusk
molly maciejewski
cheryl mackrell
Jim martin
Scott munzel 
peter Schappach
Deeda Stanczak
Barry white
Dave wilson
Lisa wozniak
Steven wright
melissa Zaksek (alternate)

Executive committee
mary Bajcz 
chris Benedict
Janis Bobrin
paul cousins
gene Farber (treasurer)
michelle Larose
Dick Norton (vice chair)
Diane o’connell
Evan pratt (chair)

Northern short-tailed shrews stay 
active all winter long, hunting for 
invertebrates and other foods above 
and within the subnivean layer.  
illustration: J. wolf

HRWC would like to extend our gratitude to everyone who helped protect the Huron River by giving of their 
time, talent, in-kind contributions, and financial resources.
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You are important to us! 
If your name is misspelled, 
incorrectly listed, or omitted, 
please accept our sincere 
apologies and bring the error 
to our attention so that we 
may correct our records. 
Contact Margaret Smith at 
msmith@hrwc.org or 
(734) 769-5123 x 605.

a-1 rental, Inc.
afternoon Delight
Betty anderson
ruth anderson
anonymous
anthony’s gourmet pizza Inc.
arbor Brewing company
arbor teas
arch Environmental group Inc.
Brian t. athey and Deborah walker
mary and Bill Bajcz
John and June Bassett
Brad and Lydia Bates
alfred and ruth Beeton
michael and rita Benham
robert Berarducci
corey and terese Bertcher
Bgreen today
Jack Billi and Sheryl hirsch
Blue tractor BBQ & Brewery
ann Shields and mark Bohm
kathleen Bonds and mark mau
Books By chance
george Brach and kevin Sharp
David and Sharon Brooks
hershal and Jennifer Brown
kristin Burgard and paul mayer
John and Sharon Burke
kathleen Burkhardt
Lee Burton and roberta Shaw-reeves
anthony D. and Jane E. Burton
John callewaert and Joan kellenberg
Steven and mary ann camron
Susan carter
kenneth L. and Jean m. casey
John r. and marsha chamberlin
constance chang and andrew tai
Elizabeth cheslak
peter cokinos

Bob and Julie conlin
alan connor
Barbara J. cope
richard D. corpron
Douglas r. coskey
paul courant and marta manildi
the crumm Family Fund
rane L. curl and alice rolfes-curl
wesley Daining and margaret E. gnegy
James Dean and June howard
Jennifer Delisle and william casey
Dexter’s pub
pam Dodt
John Drach
John Dryden and Diana raimi
Barbara Dubrinsky and Susan Friedman
Steve and Janine Easter
eat ann arbor
Stanley J. and Janis c. Eckermann
rebecca and peter Esselman
robert and Jan Finn
carrie Floyd
Bruce and Janet Forshee
richard o. Fowler
tom a. and catherine m. Freeman
James a. Frey and Lisa Brush
David Friedo
Frita Batidos
Frog holler Enterprises
Jerrold a. and Nancy Frost
ann garvin
thomas gebhardt and Betsy Foote
Eric and Leslie geiser
anne and Brewster gere
glacier hills, Inc.
Irwin goldstein and martha mayo
michael gowing
grafaktri
Julie grand
grange kitchen and Bar
gratzi
vivian greenlee
katy greenwald and Brandon groff
grizzly peak Brewing company
paul and mary guttman
ruth and Neil haldeman
val hancock and mary Jo comiskey
Frederick r. and Sandra L. hanert
agnes hannahs
Judith E. heady
Esther c. and James B. heitler
thaddeus hejka
wally herrala
Elizabeth hill
william hillegas and kathleen Branson-hillegas
mariann hirakawa
raburn L. howland and katherine kurtz
aaron hula

ann D. hungerman
ann and tom hunt
Joan hutchinson
Susan hutton and michael Byers
InSite Design Studio, Inc
Intermediate Lake association
Scott Jacobs
Jerusalem garden
Scott and mimi Joling
Jolly pumpkin artisan ales
Jolly pumpkin café and Brewery
Judy Judd
Janet kahan
gerald w. and Dorothy w. kangas
rachel and Stephen kaplan
c. w. and carol ann kauffman
cynthia keesan and Jim Deigert
John a. and kathleen m. kelley
carol L. and Jennifer L. kerber
David and martha kershaw
John and Jane kinzinger
r. Lee and pat knapp
timothy and roberta knittle
John r. knott and anne percy knott
ronald J. and rosalie J. koenig
Lloyd kooyers
John kotre
Faith and ralph krug
robert krzewinski and Sally allen Lunn
peter kujawa and marilyn cataline
La Dolce vita
kathryn Laughlin
wendy w. and theodore S. Lawrence
Jean Lawton
ann Leidy
Lena
michael r. and patricia r. Levine
graham E. Lewis
Eloise Liddicoat and Dawson Bell
Logan
David g. and manette a. London
Jean Loup
mary Louise Lowther
marjory S. Luther
patricia Lyndale
mac’s acadian Seafood Shack
adam Baru
robert w. and Judith a. marans
maureen martin and mike penskar
Susanne and todd mcDevitt
mcFarland tree Service, Inc.
catherine mcLaughlin and Leon wyszewianski
metro Delivery

thank you to our generous supporters• August through October, 2015

HRWC would like to extend our gratitude to everyone who helped protect the Huron River by giving of their 
time, talent, in-kind contributions, and financial resources.

continued on next page
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continued from previous page

Jeffrey meyers
glen modell
Dorothy and John moreno
morgan and York
andrew D. morrill and marie c. knoerl
marilyn Nathanson
Shifrah Nenner and Jeff ogden
richard Norton and patricia koman
arthur Nusbaum
michael r. and katherine ann o’rear
Pacific Rim by Kana
paesano Italian restaurant
Alison Paine and Raffi Indjejikian
D. passow and E. Stoner
James and Lynne pauer
arlene and robert paup
m. g. and Lee martin pavach
owen perlman
Sybil and Bill phelps
matthew phillips
tony and melanie pitts
henry and Lana pollack
David polley and Janis miller
thomas J. powell
ruth and charles pratt
Stephen and Ellen ramsburgh
Joseph E. rathbun
real Seafood
red Brick kitchen
molly resnick and John martin
Sophia ridha
John m. and marilyn a. rintamaki
ryan wiltse
Bob robertson
Bruce and Laura robinson
David rogers
roos roast coffee
Donald v. and karla E. rottiers
kathryn a. Sargeant and thomas E. chettleburgh
maria Schmid
Donald and gwen Schrader
thomas and ann Schriber
Schultz Outfitters LLC
Fred p. and Jane k. Schwarz

David Scobey and Denise thal
ron Sell
Erik h. and carol m. Serr
Nancy Shiffler
thomas c. and Jean t. Shope
alyce k. Sigler
Sheila I. Sikkenga
Bonita and Jack Singal
Steven Slack and trish Joyce
charles Smith and courtney piotrowski
Jana Smith
peter Smith and martha weintraub
Susan Smith
gloria Stapp
Judith Steen
paul and kellie Steen
John w. and Beryl Stimson
Lynn Suits Lamkin
alan and Lori Summer
michael and karen Szymanski
alice Sano teachout
margaret w. and graham L. teall
telsystems
terry B’s restaurant & Bar
the common grill
Joel panozzo
Jim and mary Lynn thomson
tom thompson Flowers
randy torno
tracklements Smokery
Blair treglown
tuptim thai cuisine
carl and Suzanne van appledorn
Sally and paul van Slambrouck
marie hunter vanschoten
teshome wagaw and Joseph wywrot
Dietmar wagner
Dan walsh
waste management
webster United church of christ
michael p. wellman and Erika F. homann
kirk westphal
whole Foods market
Suzy wienckowski

alexander L. and Sarah c. wiener
clayton E. and ann D. wilhite
charles h. and angela m. williams
John a. and christa a. williams
mark wilson
witch’s hat Brewing company
audrey wojtkowiak
miriam wolf
Laura E. woolley
Steven J. and Dayle k. wright
kathleen wurster
rosemarie and Joseph wywrot
Jason and margaret Zawacki
wendy and Jacob Zindel
Zingerman’s community of Businesses

In memory of Don axon

wendel and Nancy heers

In memory of John holland

Daniel atkins
Nicholas Ellis
Deborah green
J. Eric Ivancich
robert and marie vogt

$20,000 and counting. that’s how much we’ve raised through 
Books by Chance with your support!  
proceeds from the internet sale of old and unwanted books, cDs and DvDs helps hrwc. please donate!  we 
like the slightly esoteric, academic, scholarly and especially university presses. to put your “treasures” to work for 
HRWC, bring your donation to the HRWC office from 9am-5pm weekdays. We will handle the rest.  

QUEStIoNS: rebecca Foster (734) 769-5123 x 610 or rfoster@hrwc.org.



1100 North main Street
ann arbor, mI  48104

Printed on 30% minimum post-consumer 
recycled content paper.

The Huron River Watershed Council receives contributions via payroll deduction through Earth Share of Michigan.

Enjoy. Protect. Join.
It all begins with clean water, that’s why rivers matter to a community.

Send this form with your check to HRWC, 1100 North Main Street, Ann Arbor, MI 48104 or save postage and the 

environment by donating online at www.hrwc.org/support-us.  HRWC is a 501(c)(3) organization and contributions are tax deductible.

Name

Address

City  State  Zip

Phone

 Please send me email updates at:

I wish to join your efforts to protect the Huron River in the amount of:

 $35 Mayfly

 $50 Crayfish

 $100 Dragonfly

 $250 Soft Shell Turtle

 $500 Salamander

 $1,000 Smallmouth Bass

 $2,500 Great Blue Heron

 Other__________________
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